
























Field Solution Details 

Transpor-
tation

Smart crosswalk Smart crosswalk provides accident-related information to pedestrians and drivers and controls
traffic signal timing

Demand responsive 
transport This service adjusts the allocation and routes of public transit upon the request of the users.

Shared smart parking This parking service allows the sharing and linking of individual parking spaces by making
private car parks available and sharing parking information.

Smart Pole Light poles that incorporate CCTV cameras, and various sensors as part of integrated IoT
solutions for smart city services

Security 
and safety

solutions for smart city services

Intelligent CCTV Intelligent CCTV extends services such as urban surveillance monitoring based on intelligent video
analysis, behavioral analysis, and metadata.

Extensive disaster 
surveillance system

This service captures a city's status at a glance with high-resolution CCTVs installed in
skyscrapers and landmarks and helps respond to a disaster.

Environ-
ment

Fine Dust monitoring 
network

This service monitors and collects the PM level data in the downtown area using IoT technologies
and provides the information to citizens.

Smart bus stop Bus stop with advanced technologies, which offers a waiting space for people in response to
abnormal climate changes such as a heatwave, severe cold, and find dust

Ecosystem monitoring This service monitors ecological areas by measuring vital levels, disease, and insect pests and
analyzing the spatial distribution of landscape plants using IoT technologies.







* The above shows a sample structure to pursue the project that may vary upon the proposal. 



Up to 400 to 600 million Korean won per project,
3 projects. 

The program consists of support for field research, application of 
technologies, and demonstration for Korean-style smart city solutions in cities 
overseas and extends support for activities aimed at demonstration such as 
technology deployment and distribution as well as the selection of test 
sites.

After completion of this Project, outstanding projects will be granted follow-up 
support through such as a joint international program, including matching 
funds to further expand the relevant solutions and upgrade the technologies



The applications must be submitted to the K-City Network Solution Program 
Secretariat (Korea Agency for Infrastructure Technology Advancement (“KAIA”) 
by 6 p.m. on Tuesday April 20, 2021, Korea Standard Time (KST) by post or 

Address : 6th floor B-dong, 25 Hangang-daero 30 gil, Yongsan-gu, Seoul, Korea 04376
e-mail : kcitysolution@kaia.re.kr 
Phone : +82-02-798-9725

by 6 p.m. on Tuesday April 20, 2021, Korea Standard Time (KST) by post or 
by a person. 

Required documents below shall be submitted on or before the deadline.

üOne (1) copy of the official cover letter and one (1) set of the whole application 
documents (signed or sealed by the representative of the Lead Organization)

üTwenty (20) copies of Project Plan  
üThe electronic version of the whole application documents carried via USB 





1. Background
2. Need for the project
3. Direction for the smart city solution demonstration 
project

demonstration 
7. Timeline of the demonstration project

1. Project management plan
2. How to operate the project after the completion of 
demonstration 1. Smart city policy and technological trends of the 

candidate county 
2. Field conditions of the candidate city 
3. How to connect the demonstration project with the 
smart city policy of the candidate country 
4. Cooperation with the candidate city for the 
demonstration 
5. Domestic and international trends regarding the 
proposed solution 
6. Similar projects such as a Smart Challenge Project in 
Korea undertaken by the applicant and the consortium 
7. Reference projects outside Korea undertaken by the 

demonstration 

1. Project implementation system and roles and 
responsibilities among participating organizations 
2. Measures to promote cooperation among 
stakeholders, including the international partner 
organization 

1. Plan to secure and execute the project budget 
2. Disbursement schedule of project expenses 

1. Expected benefits 7. Reference projects outside Korea undertaken by the 
applicant and the consortium 

1. Preliminary analysis of the environment of and 
regulation over the target site 
2. Scope of demonstration (in terms of location, space, 
technology)
3. Goals and implementation strategy
4. Details of the smart city solution
5. Scenarios for preparation and application 
6. Phase-specific action plans for the field 

1. Expected benefits 
2. Measures to ensure technological cooperation 
between the candidate city and the Korean consortium 
3. Follow-up plan to leverage the success of the 
demonstration 










